
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Use nutrient and health benefits to persuade consumption
•• Embrace online and new retail channels to solve concern about

preservation
•• Expand audience beyond young generation

Brands need to use attractive selling points beyond taste to extend value and
persuade consumption, since consumers may pay more attention to nutrition
and health benefits after the outbreak of COVID-19. As negative viewpoints on
chilled drinks are less recognised among older consumers, brands can take
advantage of their objective attitudes and expand the audience of chilled
drinks beyond young generations.
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“Premiumisation trends in food
and drinks bring great market
opportunities to chilled drinks.
Inevitable upgrades in cold
chain transportation also
clear the issues of
transportation and
preservation. However, the
consumption demand for
chilled drinks is mainly driven
by the pursuit of better taste. ”
- Roolee Lu, Research Analyst
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• Expand audience beyond young generation
• The facts
• The implications

Figure 10: Product examples of chilled drinks with all-natural
claim, Canada, South Korea and France, 2019-20

• Rising demand for quality and nutrition under
premiumisation

• Unstoppable development in cold chain transportation
• No added sugar and all-natural are top growing claims

• Premiumisation trend brings in opportunities for chilled
drinks

• Inevitable industrial upgrades in cold chain transportation
• Shortened time and distance between desire and

consumption
Figure 11: Hema’s Temperature Retention Delivery Service

• Innovation trends overview
Figure 12: New products launched in chilled non-alcoholic
drinks, by category, China and Global, 2017-19
Figure 13: Top 5 growing claims on the new products
launched in chilled non-alcoholic drinks, China and Global,
2017-19

• Live cultures and fortified nutrition under chilled condition
Figure 14: Product examples of chilled drinks with live cultures,
Denmark, Canada and UK, 2019-20
Figure 15: Product examples of chilled drinks with fortified
nutrition, Netherlands, Canada and UK, 2019-20

• Freshness could be preserved in chilled condition
Figure 16: Product examples of chilled drinks with fresh
ingredients, China and Taiwan China, 2019-20

• Limited and seasonal flavour
Figure 17: Product examples of chilled drinks with limited and
seasonal flavour, China and Japan, 2019

• Connection with consumption occasions
Figure 18: Ling Du Guo Fang Good Morning 100% NFC Juice,
China, 2019

• Higher penetration among young generation
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• Consumption is mainly driven by taste
• Major concern is not about health

• Ambient dominates, but chilled enjoys high penetration
Figure 19: Product usage, China, December 2019

• Sparkling texture is welcomed at chilled temperature
Figure 20: Product usage, by age, China, December 2019

• Chilled juice enjoys popularity among females and young
consumers
Figure 21: Product usage – Juice/juice concentrate, by
gender and age, China, December 2019

• Chilled serving temperature is more accepted by young
generation
Figure 22: Product usage – Chilled, by generation, China,
December 2019

• Offline channels dominate in chilled drinks purchase
Figure 23: Purchasing channel, China, December 2019
Figure 24: Purchasing channel, by city tier, China, December
2019

• The rise of online channels in chilled drink purchases
Figure 25: Purchasing channel, by monthly personal income,
China, December 2019

• Consumers with high income and in lower tier cities rely
more on food delivery

• Demand beyond taste needs to be cultivated
Figure 26: Choice factors, China, December 2019

• Positive correlation between nutrient and chilled drinks
among high earners
Figure 27: Choice factors, by monthly personal income, China,
December 2019

• Young consumers prefer to consume chilled drinks with
snacks
Figure 28: Consumption habits, China, December 2019
Figure 29: Consumption habits, by age, China, December
2019

• Chilled drinks pairing with meals is less popular in South
region

PRODUCT USAGE

PURCHASING CHANNEL

CHOICE FACTORS

CONSUMPTION HABITS
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Figure 30: Consumption habits – I drink chilled drinks with
meals, by region, China, December 2019

• Consumers aged 30-39 care more about ingredients
Figure 31: Choice factors, by selected consumption habits,
China, December 2019
Figure 32: Consumption habits, by age, China, December
2019

• NFC juice still has a long way to conquer chilled juice
market

• Chilled probiotics water is more attractive than ambient
Figure 33: Preferred serving temperature, China, December
2019
Figure 34: Preferred serving temperature – Probiotics water,
by gender and age, China, December 2019

• Fermented tea is more preferred in ambient

• Major concern lies in preservation
Figure 35: Concerns about chilled drinks, China, December
2019

• Association with short shelf life can be used to convey
freshness
Figure 36: Concerns about chilled drinks – It has short shelf
life, by gender, China, December 2019

• Health concerns don’t grow with age
Figure 37: Concerns about chilled drinks, by age, China,
December 2019

• Higher penetration of chilled drinks
Figure 38: Product usage – Chilled, by consumer
classification, China, December 2019
Figure 39: Consumption habits, by consumer classification,
China, December 2019

• More attention to nutrients and ingredients
Figure 40: Choice factors, by consumer classification, China,
December 2019

• Rely more on O2O channels and coffee/tea shops
Figure 41: Purchasing channel, by consumer classification,
China, December 2019

PREFERRED SERVING TEMPERATURE

CONCERNS ABOUT CHILLED DRINKS

MEET THE MINTROPOLITANS
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• Methodology
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – METHODOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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